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• A tropical cyclone is a rotating, organized 
system of clouds and thunderstorms that 
originates over tropical or subtropical 
waters and has a closed low-level 
circulation. 

• Tropical cyclones rotate counterclockwise 
in the Northern Hemisphere



Tropical Depression: A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained 
winds of 38 mph (33 knots) or less.
Tropical Storm: A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds 
of 39 to 73 mph (34 to 63 knots).
Hurricane: A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds of 74 
mph (64 knots) or higher. In the western North Pacific, hurricanes are 
called typhoons; similar storms in the Indian Ocean and South Pacific 
Ocean are called cyclones.
Major Hurricane: A tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds 
of 111 mph (96 knots) or higher, corresponding to a Category 3, 4 or 5 
on the Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale.



• Where do you notice most hurricanes forming? 
• Similarities?
• Differences?
• Which way would a hurricane spin in the 

Southern Hemisphere? 



• The Atlantic hurricane season runs from June 1st to November 30th. 
• The Eastern Pacific hurricane season runs from May 15th to November 30th. 

• The Atlantic basin includes the Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf of 
Mexico. 

Hurricane Frequency



Tropical cyclones are like giant engines that use warm, moist air as fuel. That 
is why they form only over warm ocean waters near the equator. The warm, 
moist air over the ocean rises upward from near the surface. Because this air 
moves up and away from the surface, there is less air left near the surface. 
Another way to say the same thing is that the warm air rises, causing an area 
of lower air pressure below.

Air from surrounding 
areas with higher air 
pressure pushes in to the 
low pressure area. As the 
warm air continues to rise, 
the surrounding air swirls 
in to take its place. As the 
warmed, moist air rises 
and cools off, the water in 
the air forms clouds. The 
whole system of clouds 
and wind spins and grows, 
fed by the ocean's heat 
and water evaporating 
from the surface.



Cirrus Clouds 
form as the 
“Outflow 
shield”

Cumulonimbus 
/ Stratus clouds 
form 
underneath 
and bring 
heavy, heavy 
rain





Hurricane Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4f45jA5UxB0

Hurricane Video #2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zP4rgvu4xDE&ebc=ANyPxKr
A-bF0DJze7R_lnx92Q6GLckQDjw8mml_cPcpKJT-
QzquT3fa6aiA_p9x2SRpVvEkpL_kmX6A7sljOpVtKR-DQn42gNg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4f45jA5UxB0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zP4rgvu4xDE&ebc=ANyPxKrA-bF0DJze7R_lnx92Q6GLckQDjw8mml_cPcpKJT-QzquT3fa6aiA_p9x2SRpVvEkpL_kmX6A7sljOpVtKR-DQn42gNg


The Saffir-Simpson Hurricane Wind Scale
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Hurricane Winston Information

• Occurred just 2 days ago
• Second strongest tropical storm in history

• First Category 5 hurricane to hit Fiji
• Strongest storm ever in the southern hemisphere
• Sustained winds of 180mph
• Max gusts up to 225mph
• Winston's eye was over Fiji's Koro Island

So far this century, an average of 5-6 tropical cyclones of 
at least tropical storm intensity have formed each year in 
the Southwest Pacific basin, much fewer than in the 
Atlantic, eastern Pacific, or western Pacific basins

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/capital-weather-gang/wp/2016/02/19/catastrophic-cyclone-winston-bears-down-on-fijis-main-island-in-worst-case-scenario/

